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Abstract: 

Incomplete enforcement of environmental laws and regulations does not seem to be a 
transitory phenomenon. Enfoi:cement deficits may arise because polluters are reluctant to 
comply but also because the monitoring agency prefers pleasant working conditions to 
rigorous enforcement effort. In this paper, incomplete implementation of environmental 
rules is explained by the interaction between the goal-setting government and its monitor-
ing agency~ First a simple .model is set up for. a closed economy. Then 'this approach is 
extended to the· situation of two countries which are interrelated by (reciprocal) transfron-
tier pollution. By juxtaposing non-cooperative and cooperative behavior it is possible to 
assess the allocative impact of cooperation - including the implied changes in national 
monitoring efforts and enforcement deficits. The final section addresses the isaue of the 
distribution of gains from cooperation with reference to the polluter-pays principle. . 
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International EnviroDJRe~tal Policy and ~orceaent·Deficits 

Rudiger Pethigl 
University of Siegen 

1. Intro~uction · 

In the literature on environmental ·economics and administrative 
science and ~ikewise in public opinion the intr~duction·of envi-
ro~ental standards by· law or. go~ernment directive i~ very.often 
~onsid~red to imply an immediate· and complete . trans£ ormation· of 
the status· quo into the intended improvement ·of .environmental. 
quality. ·In recent·. years much · evidence accumulated, howev:er, 
pointing to considerable sl~pp·age between the lips of the legis-
lat~r who aims at pleasing the electorate and the flow of envir-· 
onmental benefit~ from the government's cup.2 

One might argue that incomplete implementation is a , transitory 
phenomenon of adjustment following the introdµction o~ the piece 
of legis~ation under scrutiny. But empirical observations e.g. of 
Hans~eyer. '{1989), Hucke, Muller, and Vassen {1983) or Mayntz 
{19?8) suggest that the· enforcement deficits -in environmental 
policy seem to be pers.istent so that· they should be considered · 
and. analysed as a phenomenon of equilibrium rather than one of 
adjustment towards complete enforcement. 

It is also true,· of course, tha~ implementation problems a~e not 
only akin to ~nvironmental policy. On the c«:mtrary, they· are very 
wide- spread if not ubiquarian, · since . "de~inquents" can safely be 
expected to emerge whenever a pj.ece of legislature passes the . 
parliament. Not all enforcement deficits have the same empirical 

1 I am grateful to Volf Ekkehard Seiler for checking the algebra.· 
He is not responsible· for any remaining errors, of course. 
2 This metaphor is used by Mueller {1979, p. 148) in a somewhat 
different context. 
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significance, however. Certainly it makes sense to d~sregar~ im-
plementation issues in many cases ~s a satisfactory approxima-
tion.· But in Germany as in other countries the incompleteness ·or 
even failure of enforcing the existing environmental regulations 
seems to have become a decisive issue in recent time. Hansmeyer 
(1989, p.75) considers the notion of "enfo.rcement deficit" - in 

. -

German "Vollzugsdefizit" --.a much conjured catch-word. 

In view of such a diagnosis economic theorists should feel chal-
lenged to focus attention on this issue. There is a branch of 
implementation analy~is w.ith a long tradition and sol~d founda-
tion in social· ·sciences. But to- my knowledge it does not rely 
very much on econom_ic tools. On the other hand there was ·and is a 
strong tendency in the literature . of environmental economics to 
proceed in its an.alysis on the assumption of perfect monitoring 

. and/or com:Pl.iance3 But for econo~ists who believe in the agents'-
_ self- interest as the driving· force in all regulatory games this 
perfectness proposition ought to be dismissed. Iri rece~t years 
increasing ~ttention h~s bee~ drawn to the monitoring a~d en-
forcement issue (Downing 1981; Downing and Hanf 1983; Russell e~ 
al. 1986; Harford 1987; Meyer- Renschhausen 1988; · Russell 1990; 
Jones and· Sco.tchmer 1990; Strobele 1990) but much mo;re needs to 
be done both on the theoretical and empirical level. 

Starting with the idea of self- interested agents ~n a game of 
enviro:rimental.regulation the major focal point is naturally plac-
ed on th~ regulatee or.polluters. Rather th~ seeing them as vol-
untarily complying to the rules in order to further the common 
good many economists pref er to view them as acting and reacting 
in the spirit of Becker'.s {1965) "crime and punishment" paradigm. 
This line of argument known from many areas of. regulation will 
not be explicitly pursued in wh.at follows. ·Ve rather wish tQ fo-
cus attention to another slippage between .legislation and imple-

3 In an attempt to identify the reasons for neglecting. the issue 
of monitoring and enforcement Russell '(1991) observes· that 
regulations are designed and legislated at the highly visible 
central level whereas the task of monitoring is delegated to 
peripheral uni ts. He also argues that· the analysis of monitoring 
and enforcement issues is probably considered by academics both 
~nglamerous and technically difficult. 
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mentation .which emerges because chief administrators do not use 
to implement in person regulatory rules but very of ten delegate 
that task to some peripheral agent. Due to imperfect information 
on the side of the principal the age·nt (or agency) has some dis-
cretion in doing the job. When in addition the agent is a self-
- interested· person whose objectives do not coincide with the 
prin.cipal 's orders, we are bound to end up with a· game of incom-
plete enforcement. 

The central approach of explaining incomplete enforcement con-
sistently as a result of the interaction between the goal-set~ing 
government and an environmental protection agen.cy is, of course 
the agency theory. At its core is the assumption of incomplete 
and asymmetric information which generates discretion for the 
self- interested agent. This property clearly makes agency theory 
very realistic and attractive, but it also causes complexity and 
hence problems of manageability. 

For that reason the present paper compromis~s on the information-
al aspects of the enforcement issue by developing a simple de-
terministic principal-~gent.approach to environmental management 
which is then extended to international environmental policy and 
cooperation in the presence of transfrontier pollution. Section 2 
sets up the model for a single .economy and Section 3 extends that 
approach to the_ scenario.of two countries which are interrelated 
by (reciprocal) transfrontier pollution. By juxtaposing non- co-
operative behavior and international cooperation the allocative 
impact of the latter is assessed. The final Section 4 proceeds by 
discussing the distribution of the gains from cooperation with 
reference to the polluter-pays principle. 

2. Environmental Management. 
in th~ Absence of·Transfrontier Pollution 

Consider a partial equilibrium model of an economy in which the 
total emission flow of pollutants per period is assumed to be E0 
> 0 when no environmentai controls are enforced. The government 
adopts some environmental policy from a set of policy' tools, it 
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fixes _an em.i.ssion st~dard S < E
0 

in order to signal to the elec~ 
. torate that it pursues a goal- oriented environmental management, 
and it delegates to its environmental protection agency··the task 
of implementing that policy.with the government-determined budget· 
B. The agency expands tha~ budget for administrative work and 
enforcement activities to reduce the emission flow from its lais-
sez- faire value E to 

0 

(1) E = E ~ p I B ~ 0 
0 

(p > 0). 

As shown in (1) the extent' of emission reduction not only depends 
on the size of the budg~t but ~lso on the policy- specific i'pro-
ducti vi ty coefficient" p (policy tool _effectiveness) and the 
agency's own working intensity or enforcement ~ffort," I. To in-
terpret this variable look at implementation as a complex proc~ss 

·of bargaining in which.many parties are involved and in which the 
agency has- to deal with polluters (firms, households, other 
government agencies), with courts. and with special. interest 
groups. In an attempt to gain some "leisure on the job" its mem-
bers are inclined to "soft" and low-effort enforcement postponing 
or avoiding all those cases where they expect severe resistance 

. . 
of polluters or other parties. Such.a strategy presupposes, of 
course, some discretion of the agency vis- a- vis its supervisor, 
the government. An alternative interpretation of the variable I -
not incompatible with the preceding description - is to look at I 
as a fraction of the budget so that (1-I)B is easily identified 
as the agency's discre:tionary budget used for management slack 
reminiscent. of Williamson (1964). 

·While the environmental protection agency's only decision variab-
le is its implementation effort I, the governmen~ has at its dis-
posal .the f oliowing three policy parameters all o~ which exert 
significant 1nfluence on the agency's performance: 

· .. ( i) it assigns an amount of resources, the budget B, to the 
agency; 

(ii) it fixes an emission standard S ·e [O,E0 ] to be implemented 
by the agency; 
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,, 
{~ii) · in case of an enforcement deficit it puts p;ressure on the 

age_ncy to reduce that gap by increasing it's monitoring 
effort M. 

The agency's objective function is 

(2). .+(I;E,M,S) = - ~ µ M~(E (i,µ > 0). 

-
Accordi1,1g to {2) the agency suffer_s from high· levels of Forking 
intensity (i > 0) but it is willing to undertake efforts towa~ds. 
implementation of the emission standard S, becaus~ in case -of an 
enforc_ement deficit (E - S > 0) the agency is exposed to pressure 
from its supervisor wh~ch gr9ws more than proportionally with the 
widening· of the gap. Moreover, increasing M and "µ implies the 
agency rec,eiving even greater negativ.e sanctions for any given 
implementation gap. While M is a continuous - decision ·variable,· 
the coefficient µ indicates the institutional or organisational 
efficacy pe,r unit of monitoring e,ffort M. 

E-S 

Figure 1: The agency's optimal decision· 
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In view 9f (1) the agency maximises (2) over I for predetermined 
activities of the government B, M and S > O. The ~traightf.orward 
solution is . 

'i 
(3) E = S + and 

µ p BM 

Figure 1 .illustrates the agency's decision problem. The indiffer-
ence curves such· as FD are s_trictly concave with increasing 
levels of .satisfac.tion towards the· origin. The "budget line" is 
derived by writing (1) as E - S = (E - S) - pBI. Hence OG = E -

/ ' 0 ' . 0 
Sand OK= (E0 - S)/pB, and it is.clear that the agency chooses 
point P with the coordinates OL ~d OC as specified in ,(3.). Ob-
serve that owing to the quasi- linear·i ty of function ( 4) the agen-
cy's optimal implementation deficit is independent of standard S 
(no' "income effect"). 

Obviously, .the enforcement deficit· E - S = i/µpBM. > 0 is. the 
smaller 

- the less the agency suffers from its own enforcement effort 
(s.mall i); 

the more effective are the policy tools chosen (large p); 

- the greater· is the gover;n.ment 's moni taring effectiveness and 
monit.oring effort (large µ and large M); 

- the larger is the agency's budget (large B). 

The enforcement ·deficit clearly emerges because the agency de-
rives satisfaction from shirking. But as demonstrated above its 
width depends also on the government's decisions on B, M and S. 
The government sets these variables as to maximise its objective 
function 

(4) 1 "E 2 · G(B,E,M,Q,S) = q Q - s S - ~·(e+i - S) - b B - m M 

with b, e, m, q > 0 and s ~ O. In (4) the letter Q repr~sents an 
index of ambient environmental quality assuming. that decreasing 
emission flows translate into . increasing sustainable levels, of 
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·environmental quality according to the, simple transformation 

(5) Q = Q
0 

- E •. 

The interpretation of qQ. in (4) is that voters honor the govern-
ment's commitme~t to ~igh environmental qu'.ality (GQ = q > 0). 
Voters are also assumed to respond positively to the government's 
announcement of ambitious environmental policy goals in form of 
restrictive emiss~on standards (s > 0). In yiew of (5) one has qQ 
= qQ 0 - qE, so that the government is punished .by the electorate 
not only by establishing a lax emission standard (s > 0), but 
also by tolerating a high :flow of emissi.on (GQQE = - q' < 0). The 
third term on- the RHS of (4) specifies the citizen-voters' dis-
content with enforcement deficits. The smaller is the parameter 
e' the more aware are the. citizens of the enforcement deficits 

' . 

and push for bett.er performance of· th.e gover.nment4. Tech~ically 

speaking, e > 0 ensures to turn the emission standard into a 
well- defined endogenous policy variable. Note 'that e = 0 would 
imply S = 0. 

The government's aim to keep the agency's budget.low (GB> 0) can 
be rationalised by arguing that there. are always· competing uses 
for tax money within the government, that citizens resist to pay-. . 

ing taxes,· and that acc~rding to (1) the budget is used to reduce 
the. ·emission of pollutants which in ·turn is costly to entrepren- , 
eurs and triggers their opposition.·Finally,.the government dis~ 
likes high levels of monitoring effort .(GM < 0) for similar rea-
sons why the agency prefers low levels of enforcement effort. 5 

4 Hansmeyer (1989, p. 74) argues that citizens suffer from an "im-
plementation illusion" buoying them up with the vain hope that 
tighter emission stand~rds (written on a -p_iece of. paper) lead 
automatically to an improvement of the ambient .environmental qua-
lity. To consider this effect one might introduce an additional 
parameter premultiplying the third term on the LHS of equation 
( 4) :. . 
SAlternatively or complementary, M can be interpreted as extra 
money to be spent on monitoring activities·; ·with such an 
interpretation one could set m = b or one could write (m+b)M 
inste.ad of mM. In what follows we will not pursue that route, 
however. · 
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We now substitute Q from (5) and S from (3) into (4) to obtain 

(4') G(B,E,M) = 
( E i s 1 [ i e ]2 . . M =· q Q0 - q + s) + . . - ~·. - e+r E · - b B - m • 

µ p B M µ p B M e · 

The .government maximises (4'_) with respect to B, M, and· E to ob-
tain 

1 
(6a) B_ =EM= [i m [~ (e+l) + sJ]"S', 

b- e µ P 

(6b) 

(6c) 

{6e)' 

b M = - B = .m 

i 
[q (e+1) + s]]3,· 
e µ m2 p 

E ~ S 
1 

= [ b e
2 

i m J-g 
[ ( ) SJ 2 ' . µ p q e+1 + 

1 
s = !.[· ·b e2 

i m J! (~s) 'e+1)
2

, 
e µ p [q (e+l) + s] 2 . ~ e 

·2 1 2· 
E = Qo _ Q =·e;1·[ be i m ]3 (q+s) 'e+1) ·. 

µ p [q (e+1) + s] 2 - e 

The agency's implementation effort turns out to be . 

(7) 
E - E 

I = o .. 
. PB 

= 

= e 2 E0 + (q+s)(e+1) 2 [ b2 e jJ, 
· e2 · . imp2 [q (e+1) + J 

1 b ( e+~) 

s] 
1 

- p [q (e+l) + s] 

When the equations (6a), · (6b), (6c0 ·and (6e) are consid~red in 
(4'), one obtains, after some rearrangement of terms, 

(8) 
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Similarly, subs~ituting (6b), (6c), and (7) in (2) results.in 
, I 

i b (3 e + 2) [Eo (q+~)(e+1)2J [ b2 e i2 µ ]l (9). A=- + 
·. e2 · m p2 [q( e+1)+s.J . 2 p. [q (e+1) + s] 

shock Llb Lle Lli Llm Llµ Llp 'Llq .Lls 
response 

LlI ? ? - - + ? ? ?. 

LlB 
. - - + + - - + + 

LlM + ,_ + - - - +.I + 

LlE=~LlQ + ? + + - - - -
Ll(E-S) + + + + - - - -

·LlS +. ? + + - - - -
LlG - ? - - I + + ? ? 

LlA - ? - + - + ? ? 

Table 1: Displacement effects of exogenous shocks 

Table _1 summarises the impact of param_etric changes: It is.· par-
ticularly interesting to observe that increasing policy ef.f icacy 

. . 
· (Ap > 0), increasing weight on a low· emission standard and high 
environmental __ quality (As > O ·or Aq > 0), decreasing disutility 
from effort (Ae. < 0 or Am < 0) and decreasing opportunity costs 
of the agency's budget. (Ab < 0) have the same effect on the 'for-
mation .of the -~mission standard and ori implementation: All t~ese 
changes lead to a tighter emissio~ standard and to an ev~n great-

· er decrease· of the actual emission flow so that the implementa-
tion gap becomes smaller. It is· ~emarkable, on the othe~ hand, 
that their impact on the agency's budget, on implelflentation. ef.-
_ fort_ and monitoring effprt is quite divergent~ 

The r~le ·of parameter e · is not easy to interpret. ·in: light of the 
reactions to its changes in Table 1. Inc~easing e broadens the 

., 
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implementa~ion gap while .. at the same time the government cuts the 
agency's budget and reduces its monitoring effort; But the agency 
also raises its implementation effort so strongly as to_ make pos-
sible a reduction of both the actual emission· and the emission 
standard. 

The last · two rows of Table 1 show ~ow the government and the 
agency evaluate parametric changes. They agree on using more ef-
fective policy tool,s (Ap > 0) and on the detrimental effect of 
increasing opportunity costs o.f the .agency's budget (Ab > 0). The 

I . . . . 

government would support the agency's interest for action to 
cushion its discontent with high enforcement effort (Ai < O)" but~ 

. ' 

conversely, the agency . is not sympathetic about attempts to re-· 
duce the government's opportunity costs from monitoring {Ml< 0). 
Observe finally that changes of the parameters e, q and s have no 
clea·r- out impfil,ct on the government and the agency. 

3. Tran~frontier Pollution and·Cooperation: 
The Allocative Impact 

Now the model is mqdif ied by considering two countries, the ·home 
country and .the foreign country. The variables ass.igned to t'he 
home country and the foreign. country are marked by the super-
script h and f, respectively. Vi th this qualificat_ion the equa-
tions (1), (2), _(3) and ( 4) hold for both countries, but (5) is 
replaced by6 

Since one .country's emission affects the objective function o:( 
the .other country's government via (10)' we have' in fact' a 

6 The more general case would ·be to assume Qj = Qo j e:j J Ej 
e:kj Ek with j ,k = h,f, j :/= k, and e:U , e:kj > O. But since we don't 
intend to focus on ecological · asymmetries as indicated by 
particular values of e:j j and e:kj the formulation (10) suffices 
for the subsequent investigations .. By writing Qh = Ql in (10) the 
transfrontier pollution problem is strictly reciprocal. Later we 
will also comment on the case of unilaterial pollution. 
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simple game situation in whic~ emission levels Ej are the strate-

gies and the functions Gj. the payoffs. 

Assume first tha:t cooperation doesn't take place, i.e. that nei-
ther ·the goveriim.eilt nor the agency of any c,ountry is able or 
willing to influence the other country's environmental policy. In 
such a setting. country j's objective function (payoff) diffe:r:s · 

from' G(Bj ,Ej ,Mj) in (.4') in that for j ,k = f ,h, f f' h 

With Cournot- Nash behavior then the countries simply choose the 
best response to alternative levels of the other country's emis-
sion of pollutant.s. A.s is obvious from {11) each coiintr.y has a 
dominant · strategy. 7 Th~ associated unique (Nash)· equilibrium, in 
dominant strategies exhibits the same values of all variables as 
in the case of strictly "domestic po1=.lution" except that 

(12) Q 

where vj := bjijmj/(ejµjpj). The parameter vj captures the ~mpact 
of five out of t~e eight national parameters on the equilibrium 

value of environmental quality. The greater is ~ , the less ef-
fective is country j's institutional setting of its environmental 

management. For simplicity .we refer·to vj as an index of ·ineffec-
tiveness of environmental management in country j .. Using this 

notion equation (12) states that for given ej, qj, sj, j = f",h, 
the ambient environmental quality is the lower, the less ef:f;ec-
ti ve ~re the countries' environmental policies. 

To conclude, with non-cooperative Cournot-Nash behavior each 

7 This property is a consequence of ~the "additive· separable 
nature"·of both the relationship between Q and Ej ,Ek in (10) and 
of the governments' objective functions. 
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country pursues its environmental management as if there were no 
transfronti.er . pollution. I.n particu~ar, both of them disregard 
the severe r~duction of the common environmental .quality caused 
by the other country's emission. It .f ollo.ws that parameter chan-· 
ges for the home and foreign country have the same impact on all 
variables - incl~ding Q - as sho_wn in Table 1. 

Suppose now the countries agree to cooperate by choosing their 
environmen~al management as to maximise the sum· 

For convenience of notation, write· x5 (C) with j · = f ,h for· the 
value of the va·riable X = A,B,E,E-S,I,M,S in the cooperative so-

lution. and Xj (NC) for its value in the non- c~operative dominant 
strategy equilibrium. It is straightforward from maximizing (13) 

that for all X the solution value Xj(C) differs frpm Xj(~C) only 

·in th~t the parameter q (representing qh or qf) from the equa-
. , . h ·f . 

tions (6), (~), and (9) is substituted by r := q · ·+ q every-
where .. lHth this qualification -all d_isplacement effects ~x caus-
ed by a shift from non- cooperation to cooperation are obviously 

the same in si.gn. as the ratio ~xj./ ~qj. in Table· 1. We conclude, 
therefore, that for j = f ;,h one obtains 

Xj(C) - Xj(NC) < Q. for X = E, E-S, S, 

Xj(C) - Xj(NC) > 0 for I= .B, M, Q. 

It is, of course, a well- established. result of the literature 
that cooperation raises environmental quality by reducing. both 
countries' equilibrium flows of emission. But it is not so ob-· 
vious, as the present model shows, that environmental improvement 

' ' 

goes along with increased budgets for implementation (B) and mon-
itoring ·efforts (M) at the national levels·. Moreov~r, the imple- · 

8 This doesn't hold for Gj (C). the ·dis,cussion of which will be 
postponed to the next section. 



,, mentation gaps ar~ reduced· even :though the ·natio~al emission 
standards are .tightened - implyi~g that the actual emission ·flows 
are reduced by.mor~ than the emission standards. 

To further investigate the. _allocative impact of the ·tran·sition to 
cooperation in international environmental policy, it is also 
interesti.ng to kno~ ~ow . all these di~placement efi~cts vary 
across the two countries. For expository .simplicity we restrict 
the subsequent analysis to the assumption 

\ 

{14) f h f e = e = 1, s 

Using {14) equation {6e) yields 

Clearly, ·function Ej from (15) is strfctly decreasing in r, and 
we establish for all r > 0 

For qh = qf these inequalities imply. 

Hence in absolute ~erms the country whose domestic environmental 
' -

management is less effective reduces its emissions more than the . . 

other country. It is easy to· check, however, that the ela~ticity 

o~ emiss_ions with respect tor, rE~/Ej, is.in the interval (-1,0) 
and decreasing in vj. Consequently, 

9 As shown in Table 1, the effects of -q and s are qualitatively 
the same so that the los·s of information from ignori~g · s is 
small. Choosing the same value of q for both countries means that 
they ·ar·e assumed. to differ only in their supply~ sid~ copditions 
of environmental quality but not in their .demand-oriented 
~'environmental ,consciousness" (as measured by, q). The main reason 
for fixing e is technical simplif icati~~· 

I. 



Ef (NC) - Ef (C) 

Ef (NC) < 

14 

Eh.(NC) - Eh(C) 

Eh(NC) 
h v . 

It turns out that the relative reduction of the emission flow is 
greater in that country which has the more effective environment-
al management even though the reverse is true for· the absolute 
reduction. The.changes of domestic emission standards associated 
to the shift from .non- cooperative behavi~r to cooperation are 
easily assessed by'turning (6d) into 

Owing to the great similarity between (16) and (15) it is _ 
straightforward that all· results· derived in the preceding para-· 
graph for changes of ·emfs_sion !eve.ls apply also for the emission 
standard: The country with the less ·effective environmental·ma-
nagement fixes. a higher e~i~sion standard before and afte·r. coop-
eration than the other countryl o. While in absolute terms its 
drop· in emis_sion standard is greater, -the relative reduction .is 
smaller than in the country with the more effe.ctive· environmental 
management. 

We conclude this section by briefly considering the case of uni-
lateral transfrontier pollution. Let ·the foreign:· .country be lo-
cated upstream with a constant fraction of its emissions spilling 

. . 
over into . the home country so that, with an appropriate normali-
zation, equation· (10)· is replaced by 

(17) and 

The consequences of this modification are straightfo:r;ward. The 
. non- cooperative equilibrium is analogous to the case of re'cipro-
cal transfrontier solution bec~use the ~ome country plays its do-

. minant strategy. Assume then, the foreign·· country "cooperates". in 

10 In other words, even if both countries are alike in terms of 
pre- policy · emis·sion levels (Ef 0 = Eh 0 ) ~ cooperation does not 
imply, in general, that national emission standards ought to be 
harmonised. 
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the sense that it changes its domestic environmental management 
. . 

as to maximis_e (13) wl.th respect to its own decision variables. 

Then the differences Xf (C) - Xf (NC) are as in the case of recip-
. h 

rocal transfrontier pollution. For the home country X {C) = 

Xh(NC) holds for all X .. The essential question is, of course, why 
the foreign country should change its policy as required for max-. 
im~sation of (13). This question is not trivial in the case of 
reciprocal transfrontier pollution, ei_ther, · because in both set-
tings cooperation might not be achieved if the distribution issue 
cannot be settled.between the governments. The following section 
takes a closer look at these problems·. 

4. Distribution-of the Gains from Co~peration · 

Suppose ·first the· countries re.ach _an agreement to cooperate· in· 
the sense of maximising (13) without the provision of any co~pen-

sation payment. \Ti th Gj (C) as the payoff in case of cooperation 

without compensation the_ inequality Gf (C) + Gh(C) > Gf (NC)" + 

Gh(NC) clearly holds and therefore 

According to this inequality at,, least one cou~try gains from· 
trade, and at most one country may turn out to· be a looser. To. 

see what the equilibrium payoffs Gj (C) and Gj (NC) are like con- . 
_sider, as a first step, (4) _and (10): 

last section one obtains from (6) 

bjBj + mjMj = 2bjBj = 2[vj(r(ej+1)+ sj]l/3 , 
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Sj = Ej - ej [~ (r:( ej·+1) + sj )-21113 and 

Ej.(r) = [(ej+1) [vj(r(ej+1) .+ sj)-2] 1/ 3 - (r+sj)(ej+1) 2/.ej 2 • 

Substitute these terms. into equ~tion (18) to rewrite that equa-
tion, after some re~rangement of terms, as 

{18') 

{18") 

Under the assumption (14), the equations (18') .. and (18") are 
turned into 

{19) 

(20)· J• Qo · r 2 J. 1/. 3 k 1/3 G (NC,r) = (2 - 2)r + 2 - 3(v r) . - (v r) . 

Equation {20) readi.ly yields 

p~oviding the information that in a non-cooperative situatiori of 
reciprocal transfrontier pollution each government has an incen-
tive to i~prove the effectiveness of its own environmental policy 

by raising vl. But it would 'be reluctant to encourag~ its neigh-
bor government to do the same. 
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Subtracting (20). from {19). gives 

(22) Gj(C,r) ~ Gj(NC,r)' ~ ~r2 + 2r +· 

+ [ 3 + ( i> 1/3 _ 541 /3] ( yj i;) 1 /3 _ [ <i> 1 /3 + 1 ]( vkr) 1 /3 
. . . 

- Equation · (22) shows that government j 's gain from cooperation· is 

· the smaller, ·cete~is paribus, the smaller is· r = qh + qk .and- .the 
. I 

gr~ater is vk .. Government j is, in fact, worse off by cooperation 
if and only if (approximately) · · 

Even though this in.equality cannot be readily solved for'r,. 1 it is 
clearly the more likely .that government j·lo~ses_fr~m. coopera~ion 
without compensation the lower is the. environmental consciousness 

' . . . . , - . ) 

(r) in both countries·, the. less eff ec~ive is" the foreign' and the 
more effective is· the own environmental management.· Moreover, 

. . 

(22) .also yields· the conclusion that under assumption (14) 

In verbal terms; the foreign g.overnm.ent gains less than the home 
government - or even looses - if, -ceteris paribµs ,. in the foreign 

• ! country, as compared to the home co~ntry~, 

- public funds for the. environmental .Protection agency :Qave high-

.er opportunity costs (bf > bh) ; 

-·the agency derives more pleasure from.s1=tirking (if·> ih); · 

' - the .. governm~n~. ·has greater dissatisfaction from monito~ing (mf 
'h . \" . > m ) ; 

- monitoring is. less ef.f ecti ve. (µ£ < µ~) ;. 
- the environmental policy instrl.tments employed ar less effective .\ 

(pf< Ph)~ 
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The preceding res~lts hinge on our interpretation of cooperation 
as adopting at the national level that environmental management 
which is necessary to· maximise (13) without any. compensatory or 
side payments. But since the government with the more effective 
policy is the comparative or even absolute looser it lacks any 
incentive to cooperate in the first place. In fact, whenever the 
countries differ in policy effectiveness, the burden of coopera-
tive environmental management is not distributed in line with the· 
polluter-pays principle. According to ~hat principle each govern-
ment j should bear the entire, i.e. both the domestic and for-

e_ign, cost of its domestic emission, qjEj + qkEj, but it should 

not be burdened with qkEk. 

On the other hand, when cooperation does not involve compensation 

. payments, each -government bears qj Ej and qkEk, but not , qkEj . 
Hence no-compensation cooperation differs from cooperation with 
compensation according to the polluter-pays principle in the fol-
lowing way: the former yields the payoffs (18'), the latter re-

q~ires the government j whose term qk(Ej(r) - Ek(r)) in {18') is 

positive to transfer the amount qk(Ej(r) - Ek(r)) of money to the 
other government. It is now important to ask the question how the 
distribution of gains under cooperation observing the polluter-

. -pays pri~ciple is related to policy effectiveness. To provide an 
answer we ref er. again to the simplification (14) which turn 

qk(Ej(r) - Ek(r)) from (18') into Dj(r) as defined in (19). Hence 
the payoff from cooperation satisfying the polluter- pays princi-

ple is Pj(r) := Gj(C,r) - Dj(r). It is easy to verify that the_ 

function Pj(r) is strictly convex· in rand attains its minimum at 

r = [3~/4] 115 . Moreover, one ·has 

sign D~ =sign Avj and sign D~r = {-1) sign Avj. 

Therefore,_ Gj(C,r) is strictly convex and below Pj(r), if A~ < 
O, and it is above Pj(r) (bu~ not .necessarily convex), if A~ > 
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0. Observe first that the case.6vi = O impliestt Dj(r) .. = Dk(r) = 

0 and therefore Gj(C,r) = Pj(r) = Gk(C,r) = Pk(r) with j + k. 

D 

c 
B 
A 

a ---'------------------------------------------P r 

Figure .2: Cooperation with and without compensation.payments 

This situation is illustrated in Figure 2 for qh =·qf = q~. The 

line mf"" is the graph ·of (16) if vh = vf = v
0

• Hence OB is both 
governments' identical payoff when cooperation takes place. In 

' . 
the special case of identica.l countries the polluter pays prin-
ciple ·is satisfied without any compensation· payments. Suppose 

next, that vh is somehow reduced to v: < v
0

, but vf ~ v0 remains 

unchanged. This parametric change leaves Pf(·) unchanged (= GB') 
h ' - . 

but shifts P ( ·) upward to HC'. It follows that the. home coun- · 
try's payoff increases from OB to OC. On the other hand, if coop-
eration takes place but compensation payments are excluded, t~e 

home country reaches point k' on FAT whereas the foreign c.ountry 

moves to point D' on Xlr'". 

11 6vj does not necessarily mean that b~th countries are identical 
in all aspects. 
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